BIG DEVELOPMENTS AT MAXWELL HART

MAXWELL HART have announced that their new site adjacent to their present premises on Reading Road, Winnersh, Wokingham, is capable of achieving high standards in the commercial and residential sectors. Initially he will be "repping", moving in an advisory capacity.

NEIL W. TIGG - new UK Sales Manager, Sachs Dolmar (UK) Limited.

This marks an exciting new phase in the progress of this forty-five year old company, whose products are well known in the market sectors of synthetic surfaces, play surfaces, chemicals and fertilizers and sports ground equipment. The most recent extension to their activities is that of being exclusive distributor for the UK for Standard Golf of America. In step with the booming development of golf in this country, this range of flags, tee consoles, information signs, hole cutters, bunker rakes and all the requirements of golf course care, is in great demand.

Don't forget to use the Reader reply pre-paid card service.